...now you can
turn back the
ravages of time

About Us

What the press say..

For years women have been searching for
something that provides a powerful force in antiageing and beauty without the need for surgery.

28th February, I’ve heard
great things about The Lift, a US developed home
treatment that boosts the skin dramatically before a
big night out

Eternal Cosmeceuticals Limited are proud to
introduce Eyesential, The Lift, Lashes, Elevate and
Plump & Shine. Five miracle products that do more
to turn back the ravages of time and enhance your
natural assets than anything else available on the
market today.

11th April – hold up eye bags by
smoothing on Eyesential, a quick fix gel
used by all the Hollywood make up artists to help
stars with wrinkly, saggy eyes
8th April, said to make
under eye bags and wrinkles a thing of the past,
Eyesential is the latest beauty product to reach here
from America. Apparently used by party loving
boyband Blue during their recent UK tour, the gel
promises to lift the area around the eyes
3rd May, a bit uncomfortable
to use as it dries and tightens very quickly on the
skin but well worth the results...knocks 15 years off
your looks for a good 24 hours

23rd December, a circulationstimulating face mask that visibly lifts skin as well.
Celebrity fans include Madonna – who underwent
the treatment the day before her wedding – as well
as Sarah Jessica Parker and Rachel Hunter
June, ...Eyesential, isn’t a cure
but it is a mini eye lift - I’ve seen the results and
they are impressive. Make up artist Randy Houston
Mercer says its his secret weapon when working
on celebrities like Brad Pitt and Sarah Jessica Parker

24th May, Follow the eye
secret of the stars’, Eyesential temporarily tightens
and lifts the under eye area…
12th May, traditional egg
white may have near miraculous, temporary face
firming properties but newer ingredients include
special algaes and wrinkles filling gels. Try The Lift
with sea algae.

Eyesential

The Lift

Eyesential under eye enhancer is a unique
non surgical cosmetic miracle which
temporarily erases puffiness, fine lines,
dark circles and wrinkles in minutes, yet
lasts for up to 10 hours. Applied under
make up, the non penetrative light weight
formula works immediately by forming an
extremely fine and invisible veil under the
eye leaving the skin noticeably smoother
and younger looking.

Before Eyesential

Before Eyesential

After Eyesential

After Eyesential

Developed for the Hollywood film industry,
this secret weapon has been used by top
make-up artists to the stars for over 30
years to give them an instant eye lift and
is available for home use worldwide.
This miracle in a bottle is essential for that
special occasion when you simply have to
look your best, yet gentle enough for use
everyday for the same dramatic results.

The Lift, a non-surgical face lift,
that gives dramatic results in an
instant. It lifts, tones and firms the
face, leaving skin refined, smooth
and radiant for a fresher and more
youthful complexion. The Lift has
been used professionally by leading
make-up artists to the stars for many
years. Now this amazing ‘salon style’
treatment is available worldwide for
use in your own home to achieve
the same dramatic results. Expect to
lose up to ten years from your face
instantly. The Lift comes conveniently
and hygienically packaged in
sachets along with a professional
facial brush, making it easier for
you to bring this professional facial
treatment straight from the salon into
your home.
The Lift is an easy-to-use mask of
mineral powders, fruit extracts and
enzyme boosters that work to gently
stimulate circulation and increase
blood supply to help restore the skin’s
muscle tone and elasticity

Now you
can look
younger
in minutes!
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Elevate
Elevate is a brand new clinically proven
bust increasing and firming cream.
Elevate stimulates the production of fat
in the breasts to help increase the bust
size whilst firming and smoothing out
the epidermis so crepiness and fine
lines are visibly reduced. Vitamin E
also helps to strengthen the skin and
prevents cellular damage.
Elevate can also be used to develop
more symmetrical looking breasts by
pinpointing problem areas.
Adipocytes, which store fat, are situated
in the hypodermis, the deepest layer
of skin. Elevate’s active ingredient
increases the storage of fat in the
adipocytes whilst preventing the loss
of natural lipids, which results in larger
fat cells for an increased bust size.

Natural bust
enlargement for
maximum volume

Lashes
This action also smoothes out any fine
lines in the process so the breast area
is left smoother, firmer and fuller. Clinical
trials* with Commipheroline showed
that 80% of women tested gained up to
4cm in a period of 6 weeks with twice
daily use. With twice daily application,
you should notice:
•W
 eek 3: visible fine line-smoothing
and skin-firming results
•W
 eek 6: a size increase of between
1cm-4cm

Lashes is a revolutionary new
cosmetic formula that will rejuvenate
your eyelashes and eyebrows within
weeks, giving your eyelashes greater
length, volume, texture and density.
The aim is to provide a new
alternative to traditional false
eyelashes or eyelash extensions.

Before Lashes

The breakthrough technology in this
lash enhancing conditioner is proven
to rejuvenate eyelashes to increase
its volume, length, texture and density
by an eye-fluttering 30% - 50%, even
on the thinnest, shortest hairs.
Lashes prevents the adverse effects
of heavy beauty cosmetics use
and environmental pollutants which
can weaken lashes, so you can
have glamorously fuller and longer
eyelashes that are all your own.
It also works a dream on eyebrows
to fill out any over-zealous plucking
disasters.

After Lashes

Lashes is applied like liquid eyeliner
on the upper and/or lower eyelid
on the base of the eyelashes and/or
eyebrow once a day preferably at
night. Within 3 weeks, you will see
a measurable difference, and after
6 weeks, natural eyelashes will look
longer, thicker more full and simply
spectacular.

Before Lashes

Spectacular eyelashes the natural way

After Lashes

Plump & Shine
Plump & Shine is a multi-functional new lip
gloss that instantly and visibly plumps up the
lips for a fuller, more sensual and defined
pout while coating them with a moisturising
liquid shine. Infused with a combination of
lip enhancing ingredients, this amazing lip
product hydrates and boosts lip volume in
a matter of minutes, doing away with the
need for collagen injections.
The three specially developed lip shades
(Nude, Candy and Seduce) help to enhance
the natural lip colour whilst the ingredients
work at enhancing the shape of the lips
providing a long lasting, mirror like shine.
When applied, the noticeably mild tingling
sensation lets you know it’s working
immediately and within minutes, leaves the
lips ultra-glossy and noticeably fuller for an
instant natural, plumping effect.

Plump &
shine your
lips instantly
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